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Abstract
The kcas1 library was originally developed to provide a prim-
itive atomic lock-free multi-word compare-and-set operation.
This talk introduces kcas and discusses the recent development
of kcas turning it into a proper lock-free software transactional
memory implementation for OCaml that provides composable
transactions, scheduler friendly modular blocking, and comes
with a companion library of composable lock-free data struc-
tures.

Motivation
Having just recently acquired the ability to have multiple do-
mains running in parallel OCaml is in a unique position. Instead
of having a long history of concurrent multicore programming
we can start afresh. What sort of concurrent programming
model should OCaml provide?

Libraries like Eio2 and Domainslib3 utilize OCaml’s support for
algebraic effects to provide lightweight threads of control. But,
while threads are a prerequisite for concurrent programming,
we also need mechanisms for threads to communicate and
synchronize.

Traditional mechanisms for communication and synchroniza-
tion, such as message queues, and mutexes and condition vari-
ables, do not compose. On the other hand, in the author’s
anecdotal experience, composable message passing models tend
to be unfamiliar and challenging to programmers. Transac-
tional memory is a more recent abstraction that offers both a
relatively familiar programming model and composability.

Composing transactions
Consider the implementation of a least-recently-used (LRU)
cache or a bounded associative map. A simple approach to
implement a LRU cache is to use a hash table and a doubly-
linked list and keep track of the amount of space in the cache:

1(“kcas: Software Transactional Memory Based on Lock-Free Multi-
Word Compare-and-Set” 2023)

2(“eio: Effect-Based Direct-Style IO API for OCaml” 2023)
3(“domainslib: Nested-Parallel Programming Library” 2023)

type ('k, 'v) cache =
{ space: int Loc.t; (* Loc is like Atomic *)

table: ('k, 'k Dllist.node * 'v) Hashtbl.t;
order: 'k Dllist.t }

On a cache lookup the doubly-linked list node corresponding
to the accessed key is moved to the left end of the list:

let get_opt {table; order; _} key =
Hashtbl.find_opt table key
|> Option.map @@ fun (node, value) ->

Dllist.move_l node order; value

On a cache update, in case of overflow, the association corre-
sponding to the node on the right end of the list is dropped:

let set {table; order; space; _} key value =
let node =

match Hashtbl.find_opt table key with
| None ->

if 0 = Loc.update space (fun n -> max 0 (n-1))
then Dllist.take_opt_r order

|> Option.iter (Hashtbl.remove table);
Dllist.add_l key order

| Some (node, _) -> Dllist.move_l node order; node
in
Hashtbl.replace table key (node, value)

While this is a fine sequential implementation, in a concurrent
setting this doesn’t work even if the individual operations on
lists and hash tables were atomic.

Fortunately, rather than having to wrap the cache implemen-
tation behind a mutex and make another individually atomic
yet uncomposable data structure, or having to learn a com-
pletely different programming model and rewrite the cache
implementation, we can use the transactional programming
model provided by the kcas library and the transactional data
structures provided by the kcas_data4 library to trivially con-
vert the previous implementation to a lock-free composable
transactional data structure.

To make it so, we simply use transactional versions, *.Xt.*, of

4(“kcas_data: Compositional Lock-Free Data Structures and Primitives
for Communication and Synchronization” 2023)
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operations on the data structures and explicitly pass a transac-
tion log, ~xt, to the operations.

For the get_opt operation we end up with

let get_opt ~xt {table; order; _} key =
Hashtbl.Xt.find_opt ~xt table key
|> Option.map @@ fun (node, value) ->

Dllist.Xt.move_l ~xt node order; value

and the set operation is just as easy to convert to a transac-
tional version.

Transactional operations, like get_opt, can then be performed
atomically by committing them

Xt.commit { tx = get_opt cache key }

or such operations can be composed further — just like we
composed the get_opt operation itself by explicitly passing a
transaction log, ~xt, through the operations.

In addition to the ability to compose atomic operations, sim-
ilarly to the Haskell STM,5 kcas also provides the ability to
await on arbitrary conditions over the contents of shared mem-
ory locations. As an example, we can convert the non-blocking
get_opt operation to a blocking get operation as follows:

let get ~xt cache key =
match get_opt ~xt cache key with
| None -> Retry.later ()
| Some value -> value

The Retry.later () call tells the transaction mechanism of
kcas that the transaction should only be retried after some
shared memory locations accessed by the transaction have been
modified by another thread of execution. While the operation
is blocked, schedulers like Eio and Domainslib are free to run
other threads on the domain.

The design and evolution of kcas

The kcas library was originally developed to provide a primitive
atomic lock-free multi-word compare-and-set (k-CAS) based
on a practical algorithm.6 k-CAS is a powerful tool for de-
signing concurrent algorithms as it allows one to update an
arbitrary number of shared memory locations atomically. k-
CAS is also attractive as, with relatively recently developed
algorithms,7 it can be implemented both efficiently, requiring
only k+1 single-word compare-and-set operations, and scalably,
such that disjoint operations can progress in parallel without
interference. These properties make k-CAS potentially compet-
itive with locking based STM algorithms.8

However, there is still room to improve. Programming in terms
of compare-and-set operations is not particularly convenient, as
it requires one to laboriously build lists of operations, account

5(T. Harris et al. 2005)
6(T. L. Harris, Fraser, and Pratt 2002)
7(Guerraoui et al. 2020)
8(Dice, Shalev, and Shavit 2006)

for read skew, and implement mechanisms to retry in case of
interference.

Furthermore, while k-CAS is able to express arbitrary updates
of shared memory locations, it is quite common even for mutat-
ing operations on data structures to only read some locations.9
Due to the way shared memory works, implementing read-only
operations in terms of read-write operations is inefficient and
unscalable.

With the goal to make kcas attractive both

• for experts implementing correct and performant lock-free
data structures, and

• for everyone gluing together programs using such data
structures

the kcas library has gone through a series improvements to
both the interface and the internal implementation. After
introducing the kcas and kcas_data libraries, we will briefly
discuss these improvements.

In particular, this talk will briefly discuss:

• The new obstruction-free k-CAS-n-CMP algorithm10 im-
plemented by kcas that also provides efficient lock-free
k-CAS as a subset.

• The direct style transactional programming interface of
kcas that is easy to use with all the control flow structures
of OCaml.

• The internal implementation of the transaction mechanism
of kcas based on a splay tree and how the properties of
splay trees can be exploited to allow allows many transac-
tions to be performed in linear time.

• The scheduler friendly blocking mechanism11 used by kcas
and provided by schedulers like Eio and Domainslib allow-
ing blocking abstractions to work across schedulers.

This talk will also briefly discuss the main trade-offs that kcas
makes in an attempt to provide both scalable performance and
a convenient programming model. In particular, this talk will
briefly discuss:

• The support for nested transactions provided by kcas
requiring explicit snapshot and rollback operations.

• The read skew anomaly or lack of opacity12 and the ways
in which kcas attempts to mitigate it.
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